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ABSTRACT

One of the forest functions is to protect water balance system on a drainage basin. Activity of
tea k plants forest cutting on Modang Subbasin by Perhutani Limited Corporation in this time has
not yet considered the environment condition, especially from hydrologic point of view. This study
aims to know the forest cutting effect on flood hydrograph characteristics. By this study, the
maximum forest cutting area which no flood occurrences at certain level is expected to be
determined.

Land covered analysis is conducted by ArcView GIS 3.3 and curve number is determined
base on SCS Tables of Curve Number. Catchment rainfall is calculated by Thiessen Polygon
Method and design rainfall is obtained from frequency analysis of partial series data. Unit
Hydrograph is obtained from 10 flood occurrences by Collins Method. The forest cutting pattern
scenarios are referred to Perhutani Limited Corporation rules. Flood hydrograph calculation is
conducted by using HEC-HMS software through calibration and verification processes to achieve
basin parameter values that will be used for simulating flood hydrograph.

The initial value of curve number on Modang Subbasin is 78,558. Forest cutting in Modang
Subbasin up to 79.49% will cause 83.49 on CN value. Increasing of CN values generates the rising
of peak flow to 71.60% and the flood volume to 71.04%. The rising peak flow trendlines and runoff
volume trendlines depend on forest cutting area. To avoid the flood occurrences, the maximum
forest cutting area is 120.28 hectares or 32.69%.
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